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(REGULAR EXURSIONS) DAILY PROGRAMS

DESCENT RÍO DE LAS VUELTAS
(SIT-ON-TOP KAYAK)
The experience of travel Patagonian lakes and rivers will enrich your visit to the area. These activities are aimed at people with good fitness but not necessarily with experience
in rowing. We have designed programs for both beginners
and experienced kayakers alike can enjoy our programs. The
River turns its headwaters in Lake Desert and as the name
implies descends into Lake Viedma making numerous turns
through lush Lenga forests and vertical walls, transporting
the product water from melting glaciers in the region, including the high glaciers of Mount Fitz Roy. Our day starts with
our Fitz Roy Eco Adventure Camp (ECO CAMP) and ends at
the town El Chalten. From our privileged position in the kayak and over 20 miles we can enjoy the best views of Fitz Roy
and its needles satellites, with a completely different from
what can be seen from a trail.
Daily departures. Minimum age: 14 years, accompanied by
a parent.
DIFICULTY GRADE
RECOMMENDED PERSONAL GEAR
[Sit on Top Kayak]
FÁCIL

ACTIVIDADES
DE AGUA

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM
09:00 Trasnfer from El chalten to Eco camp.
10:00 Arrival at eco camp. Coffee/ tea. Short birefing about
the activity. Passengers will wear the correct clothes for this
activity:(neoprene suit, boots, gloves,life jacket and helmet)
11:00 Star the descent of Rio de las Vueltas. passengers will
prectise rowing in Laguna Condor. passengers continue to
descend. bl in a nice spot along the way.
14:00 Arrival to El Chalten.
14:15 Transfer to lodge El Puma. Passengers will change to
their regular clothing.
15:00 end of service.
Included:
·Guide
·Full gear
·Snacks, tea/ coffe and BL
·Radio contact with El Chalten
·Transfer
Not inlcuded:
·Any service not mentioned in the program
·Tips
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